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ABSTRACT 

The death rate and mortality of brain tumor are increasing these years and are 

seriously jeopardizing people’s life and health. Thus, the detection and segmentation 

of brain tumor are major challenge in its treatment planning. Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (MRI) is a critical technique for precise detection of various pathologies, and 

it is widely used in medical imaging for the treatment of brain tumor. It is not easy to 

segment the brain tumors accurately due to its blurred boundary lines with 

surrounding tissues, complicated shapes and uneven gray scales.  

Manual segmentation is the most common way to achieve accurate segmentation. 

However, manual segmentation of brain tumor spends much time, and it is highly 

depended on radiologist’s experience. Therefore, automated brain tumor segmentation 

would have a big impact on brain tumor therapy and assessment.  

In this research, an automated segmentation model based on U-Net networks 

architecture [20] is proposed to accurately segment brain tumors. This method is 

evaluated on brain tumor data set shared by Dr. Jun Chen from School of Biomedical 

Engineering Southern Medical University on figshare, which contain 3064 T1-

weighted brain tumor images from 233 patients. Comparing with classical U-Net 

networks, I added the Batch Normalization in U-Net architecture, cross-entropy and 

Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) [18] was used as loss function and optimizer 

respectively, which are specially designed for image segmentation tasks. 

The experimental data show that brain segmentation by U-Net convolutional 

network makes it possible to have more accurate result than Region Growing Method, 

and this model can achieve brain tumor segmentation without human intervention. 

Keywords:  brain tumor segmentation, MRI, deep learning, convolutional 

networks, fully convolutional networks, U-Net  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

 

The tumor is a series of abnormal cells in the human body and is considered to be 

a significant disease affecting human life. Brain tumor is the most critical causes of 

cancer death these years. Early treatment of the brain tumor is very crucial to save 

human life. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a medical imaging technique, being 

used to visualize the internal structure of the human body and is mainly used for brain 

tumor diagnosis in the clinic. MRI provides various beneficial features about of 

human tissue, also helps identify tumor cells in human body. 

 

Figure 1 – Input MRI images 

 

1.2 Brain tumor segmentation techniques of MRI 

 

Image segmentation is a key step for MRI images in brain tumor researches. 

However, brain tumor is difficult to be segmented accurately as its convoluted shape, 

size and heterogeneous appearance. In clinical trials, the manual segmentation method 

can achieve accurate segmentation with using much time and poor reproducibility. 

Many segmentation techniques are available in brain tumor segmentation from MRI, 

such as Clustering Method and Region Growing Method. Clustering Method was used 

for image segmentation successfully by grouping the data with certain similarity 

criteria. A research [1] has introduced to evaluate some algorithms based on clustering 

for glioblastoma segmentation, and showing the results of Gaussian mixture model, 

fuzzy k-means and Gaussian hidden Markov random field outperformed k-means for 

this task, but the best accuracy of algorithm discussed in this research was only 77%.  

Regions with similar pixels are extracted by Region Growing Method. Lina et al. [2] 
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firstly introduced this method in image segmentation task. Region Growing Method 

begins with seed selection for a given image. If the neighbors of the seeds are similar 

to the seed, add the neighbor to that region. Before the seeds cannot be added to the 

region, this process is repeated. However, the seed selection is difficult and the 

execution time is high.  

 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have been also used in several image 

studies such as the recognition of handwriting [3] in recent years,  , and also CNN has 

attracted lots of interest in the medical image analysis field [4]-[13]. Comparing with 

other machine learning methods, CNN does not need human intervention features for 

classifying, but learn increasingly complicated feature a hierarchy from data directly. 

Thus, the model can extract information in the images. Besides, CNN has also been 

used in image segmentation. Pereira et al. [14]-[15] do the segmentation studies on 

BRATS datasets by system of  batch,marking, and this deep learning based system 

won first place in the contest.  

 

In this research, a model developed with U-Net networks is proposed to 

accurately segment brain tumors. I did some optimization work on the model to 

improve the segmentation accuracy.  I added the Batch Normalization in U-Net 

architecture, which can increase the convergence speed and improve the accuracy. 

Cross-entropy was used as loss function and Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) 

[18] was used as optimization algorithm respectively, which are specially designed for 

image segmentation tasks. Then, the problem of low convergence is avoided. 
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CHAPTER 2 Method 

2.1 Brain Tumor MRI Data  

 

In this research, the model was trained and developed on the datasets [17] – [18] 

which were shared by Dr. Jun Chen from School of Biomedical Engineering Southern 

Medical University on figshare. This brain tumor data was obtained from Guangzhou 

Nanfang Hospital of China, and Tianjing Medical University General Hospital from 

2005 to 2010, including 3064 T1-weighted contrast-enhanced brain tumor images 

from 233 patients. There are three types of brain tumor in this data set: glioma (1426 

slices), meningioma (708 slices) and pituitary tumor (930 slices). The in-plane 

resolution of the brain tumor image is 512×512 and the pixel size is 0.49×0.49 mm2. 

With 6 mm thickness and the 1 mm slice thickness. Three skilled radiologists 

manually delineated the tumor border. Four examples are illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2-1 – Three types of brain tumors: (a) meningioma; (b) glioma; and (c) 

pituitary tumor. The tumor border is indicated by red lines. 

 

2.2 Image Data Pre-Processing (Normalization) 

 

In this research, I have applied image data pre-processing for each image by data 

normalization, since the initial image is not clear. Data normalization is an important 

step in ensuring that each input parameter has a similar data distribution, which 

accelerates the convergence while training the network. For image inputs, the pixel 

numbers need to be positive, so the normalized data should be scaled in the range [0, 1] 

or [0, 255]. I used min-max normalization before the segmentation process. 

Min-Max Normalization: In image segmentation, min-max normalization can 
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deal with the entire image pixel matrix, and then find the maximum and minimum. 

                             (2-1) 

min is the minimum value and max is the maximum value .  When x=max, then 

y=1; when x=min, then y=0.This means, the minimum value becomes 0 and the 

maximum value becomes 1. 

              

Figure 2-2 – Input image and input image after data pre-processing 

 

2.3 Neural Networks Based Deep Learning 

The ordinary Neural Networks is a type of shallow machine learning, including 

input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The input layer consists of artificial input 

neurons, and the system brought the data for further processing. The last layer of the 

program is output layer. Nevertheless they are very similar to other artificial neurons 

in the neural network, the output layer neurons can be constructed or observed in a 

different ways.  

 

A single neuron can also be described as a logistic regression model. A single 

neuron is shown in Figure 3. The single neuron below uses x1 and x2 as numerical 

inputs and w1 and w2 are the weights associated with these inputs. In addition, 1 is also 

an input associated with a weight b, which is called as bias. 
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Figure 2-3 –   Single neuron 

The function f is called the activation function, which is used to introduce 

nonlinearity into the output of the neuron. Most data in real world is non-linear and 

the neurons need to learn these nonlinear representations. Therefore, activation 

function is important. An example of three activation functions is shown in Table 2-4. 

 

 

TYPE 

 

Sigmoid 

 

tanh:  

 

ReLU:  

 

 

Formula 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Table 2-4 – Activation Function 
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When multiple neurons are combined and have a hierarchical structure, each 

neuron can detect a feature of an image, and establish a system of the neural network. 

The figure below (Figure 2-5) shows one hidden layer neural network, which can be 

extended to multiple hidden layers. The multi-layer neural network can differentiate 

the corresponding hidden layers through the chain derivative rule, that is, carry out 

reverse propagation. 

 

Figure 2-5 –   Multi-layer Neural Network 

The formula is illustrated below.      

 
 

Neural networks can extract image features efficiently, but the limitations of 

neural networks are also obvious. When deepening the network layer, the model 

becomes complicated and easily over-fitting. 
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2.3.1 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) 

Convolutional Neural Networks has different architecture from previous Neural 

Networks. The layers in CNN have three dimensions, height, width and depth, but the 

neurons between the two layers are not all connected together, only to a small portion 

of it. CNN includes three types of layers, namely Convolution Layer, Pooling Layer, 

and Fully-Connected Layer. Feature extraction is the main purpose of Convolution 

Neural Networks. A series of deep learning models do feature extraction based on 

CNN.  The architecture of Convolution Neural Networks is illustrated in Figure 2-6. 

 

Figure 2-6 –   Convolutional Neural Networks architecture 

2.3.2 Convolution Layer 

         In the Convolutional Neural Networks, convolution lay is the first layer and is 

used to extract features from an input image based on convolution operation.  It is a 

mathematical operation (inner product of matrixes) that uses an image matrix and a 

filter or kernel as the inputs, learning image features using input data from small 

squares to preserve the relation between pixels  

. 

Images are combined by a series of pixels, and illustrated by pixel matrixes. The 

image dimensions are (32, 32, 3) in common, (32, 32) means the size of input image, 

3 means the number of channels (RGB). If the image dimension is (32,32,1), this 

image is grayscale with single channel. Consider a 4*4 image matrix whose image 
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pixel values are 0 (white), 1(black) and two 2*2 filter matrixes, stride is 1. Stride is 

the number of shifts of pixels on the input image matrix. The kernal is moved to 1 

pixel at a time when the stride is 1. The kernal is moved to 2 pixels at a time when the 

stride is 2 and so on. Then the convolutions of 4*4 image matrix multiplies with 2*2 

filter matrixes which are called ‘Feature Map’ as output shown in below. 

 

 

Figure 2-7 –   4*4 Image and two 2*2 filters 

The size of feature map is calculated by   

 

            

Different filters in convolution of an input image can perform several operations 

such as blur, sharpen and edge detection. Five examples of convolution images after 

applying different types of filters (Kernals) are shown  in Figure 2-8. 
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Figure 2-8 –   Some common filters 

2.3.3 Pooling Layer 

The number of parameters is reduced by pooling layer, since the image after 

convolution is still too large. Because the dimension of each feature map is reduced by 

pooling and important information is remained, which is also called subsampling or 

down sampling. The training time is shortened by pooling and controls overfitting. 

Max Pooling and Average Pooling are two pooling types. Max Pooling uses the 

maximum element in the rectified feature map. Average Pooling uses the average of 

the elements in the rectified feature map. In this research, I chose the Max Pooling. 
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The result of Max Pooling is illustrated in Figure 2-9. 

 

Figure 2-9 –   Feature maps after Max Pooling 

2.3.4 Fully Connected Layer 

Classification part consists of various fully connected layers is behind the 

convolution layer and pooling layer. Only accept 1D data can be put into fully 

connected layer. A fully connected layer connected each neuron in a layer to all of the 

neurons in next layer, which is in principle the same mapping of the multi- layer 

neural network. The feature map matrixes should be converted into vectors (x1, x2, 

x3,…) by padding. With fully connected layers, these features are grouped together to 

create a model. Then, there is an activation function such as sigmoid or softmax to 

classify the output.  An example is illustrated in Figure 2-10. 

 

Figure 2-10 –   Fully connected layer 
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2.3.5 Loss Function 

A set of inputs to a set of outputs from training data are learned by neural 

network. The candidate solution (a set of weights) is evaluated by the function called 

objective function. In neural network, minimize the error is the main purpose. 

Therefore, the objective function is often called a cost function or a loss function. Loss 

function is a significant part in neural networks that measures the inconsistency 

between actual label and predicted value. In general, loss function can be represented 

as 

 

 

The regularization term or penalty term is indicated by  Φ(θ), θ means the parameters 

need to be learned in the model, f(⋅) means the activation function 

and X
(i)

={x1
(i)

,x2
(i)

,…,xm
(i)

}∈R
m 

is the sample of training. 

Cross Entropy is usually used as a loss function in binary classification, which is 

calculated by  

 

When the predicted probability diverges from the actual label, cross entropy loss 

function increases. If  sigmoid is used as the activation function, some loss functions 

would suffer slow convergence (learning speed) problem, and the cross entropy has no 

such problem. 

For example, in MSE loss function, the formula is , 

where  is residual, and MSE loss function can minimize the sum of 
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squared residuals.  If using sigmoid as the activation function, 

, simply, only consider one sample, , 

and it derivative is computed by , according to the 

sigmoid, σ′(z) is close to zero, when σ(z) tends to 0 or 1, and σ′(z) will reach a 

maximum when σ(z) close to 0.5. Therefore, when predicted value and true 

label (y−σ(z)) has large difference, σ′(z) will approach 0, which reduces the 

convergence speed.   

 

By using the Cross Entropy loss function and consider one sample by using 

sigmoid, , and compute it 

derivative as It eliminates the term σ′(z) compared to the 

derivative in MSE, the convergence speed is only controlled by (y−σ(z)). Therefore, 

when predicted value and actual value has large difference, the convergence speed 

(learning speed) is fast, otherwise, the speed is slow, when difference is small which is 

expected. In summary, fast convergence is the advantage of cross entropy loss 

function and the global optimization is more easy to be achieved. 

 

2.3.6 Optimization Algorithms  

 

Loss function is a mathematical way of measuring how wrong the predictions are. 

The predictions are expected to be as correct as possible. The parameters (weights) 

would be tweaked and changed to minimize the loss function. This is where 

optimization algorithms come in. Optimization algorithms make the model become 

the most accurate possible form by futzing with the weights. The most popular 

algorithm is gradient descent, which is used across all types of machine learning since 

it is flexible and fast. In this research, Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) [18] was 

be used, which is more suitable to train neural networks. The power of adaptive 

learning rates is used by this algorithm to find individual learning rates for each 

parameter. Estimations of the first and the second moments of gradient are used by 

Adam to adjust the learning rate for each weight of neural network. The expected 

value of that variable with the power of n is indicated by n-th moment of a random 
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variable: Mn = E[x
n
], M for the moment and x for the random variable. The formula 

for Adam is shown below: 

 

The estimated value of the first moment (the mean) of the gradients  is expressed by 

mt and the second moment (the uncentered variance) of the gradients  is expressed 

by vt . To overcome the bias, the final formula of the estimator is  

 

Adam update rule is  

 

The default value of β1 is 0.9, the default value of β2 is 0.999, and the default 

value of ϵ is 10
−8

 .  

2.3.7 Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) 

In traditional Convolutional Neural Networks, an input image is downsized and 

goes through the convolution layers, pooling layers and fully connected layers, and 

output one predicted label for input image. The main purpose is classification. An 

example is illustrated in Figure 2-11. 

 

Figure 2-11 –   Convolutional Neural Networks 

In Fully Convolutional Networks [20], the fully connected layers are converted 

into convolutional layers, and the output will not be a single label, instead, the output 

has a smaller size than input image due to the max pooling. After upsampling the 
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output, the pixel wise output (label map) would be calculated. An example is 

illustrated in Figure 2-12.  

 

Figure 2-12 – Fully Convolutional Networks 

2.3.8 U-Net Based Fully Convolutional Networks 

There are various detailed patterns of the objects are contained in biomedical 

images, such as tumor, and the variable object edge. In order to segment the objects 

with detailed patterns, Ronneberger et al. [20] introduced the ‘U-Net convolutional 

network architecture’, which is designed for effective and accurate image 

segmentation. It is superior to previous best method on the ISBI challenge to segment 

neuronal structures in electron microscopic stacks. The architecture of U-Net is 

illustrated in Figure 2-12. 
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Figure 2-13 – U-Net convolutional network architecture 

The top of the box is the number of channels. Blue box here is a multi-channel 

feature map. The arrows represent the different operations. The x-y-size is provided 

on the lower left edge of the box. The white boxes indicate the copied feature maps.  

2.4 Training and Optimization 

 

In this research, the loss function is the cross-entropy loss function, and Adaptive 

Moment Estimator (Adam) is used as the optimization algorithm. In this research, the 

weights were initialized by a normal distribution. The mean is 0, the standard 

deviation is 0.01, and the bias is 0. 

 

2.4.1 U-Net architecture optimization 

 

In general, U-Net convolutional networks architecture is separated in 

downsampling path and upsampling path. The original U-Net convolutional networks 

are not easy to train a good model due to its lack depth, and the border of brain tumor 

is not clear, a series of Batch Normalization [22] are add in the U-Net convolutional 

networks model to improve the architecture.  
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2.4.2 Batch Normalization 

 

Batch Normalization was first introduced by two Google researchers. It is as 

same as the convolution layer, pooling layer and fully connected layer, which is a part 

of the neural networks. Batch normalization adds normalization layer between each 

layers, but normalization has to be done separately for each dimension. After the data 

normalization in each mini-batch (the mean of input is shifted to 0 and the variance of 

input is shifted to 1), the learning speed would be faster and accuracy would be higher.  

An example is shown  in Figure 2-13. 

 

Figure 2-14 –Batch Normalization 

The algorithm of Batch Normalization is shown in Figure 2-14. 

  

Figure 2-14 –Batch Normalizing Transform 
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Batch Normalization adds only two extra parameters per unit. Therefore the  the 

network representation power remains. If  is set to  and  to , 

then  equals . It is used as an identity function. Thus introducing batch 

normalization alone does not reduce the accuracy because the optimizer can still 

choose to use the identity function to use a non-normalization effect. The optimizer 

would be used to improve only the results. 

 

After normalizing the input in the neural networks, the scale of input feature 

would not be extremely different. Another effect of Batch Normalization is to reduce 

the impacts of the early layers by keeping the mean and variance fixed which to some 

extent makes the layers independent with one another. Therefore, the convergence 

speed becomes faster. 

 

2.4.3 Model design based U-Net Convolutional Networks 

 

During the training, the border of the tumor is not clear and the learning speed is 

slow, I add the Batch Normalization after each output, which avoid the extreme 

difference between each scale of features and fix the mean of outputs close to 0 and 

variance of outputs close to1. The convergence speed becomes faster and the accuracy 

is also improved. The architecture of U-Net is illustrated in Table 2-14 and Figure 2-

15. 

 

 

U-Net U-Net after optimization 

  batch_nor 

conv1-32 conv1-32 

conv1-32 conv1-32 

maxpooling 

  batch_nor 

conv2-64 conv2-64 

conv2-64 conv2-64 

maxpooling 

  batch_nor 

conv3-128 conv3-128 

conv3-128 conv3-128 

maxpooling 
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  batch_nor 

conv4-256 conv4-256 

conv4-256 conv4-256 

maxpooling 

  batch_nor 

conv5-512 conv5-512 

conv5-512 conv5-512 

maxpooling 

upsampling+merge 

batch_nor 

upsampling+merge 

batch_nor 

conv6-256 conv6-256 

conv6-256 conv6-257 

upsampling+merge 
upsampling+merge 

batch_nor 

conv7-128 conv7-128 

conv7-128 conv7-128 

upsampling+merge 
upsampling+merge 

batch_nor 

conv8-64 conv8-64 

conv8-64 conv8-64 

upsampling+merge 
upsampling+merge 

batch_nor 

conv9-32 conv9-32 

conv9-32 conv9-32 

conv10-1 

 

Table 2-15 – Architecture of two U-Net Convolutional Networks 
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Figure 2-16 – The architecture of U-Net 

 

2.5 Experiments and Performance Evaluation 

 

For each brain tumor region, segmentation results were evaluated by using the 

Dice Score (DICE), and the Sensitivity. The Dice Score (DICE) provides the overlap 

measurement between the segmentation results of this model and manual delineated 

brain tumor regions that is 

,   

in which A is the ground truth, the manual delineated brain tumor regions, B is the 

predict result, the segmentation brain tumor images. The range of Dice is [0,1], when 

Dice is close to 1 means that the segmentation result is good, otherwise, the 

segmentation result is bad when Dice is close to 0. 

The number of FN and TP is evaluated by Sensitivity that is 
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, 

in which FN, TP denote the false negative measurements and true positive.  When 

Sensitivity is close to 1, the segmentation is good. 

 

CHAPTER 3 Results and Discussion 

 

In this research, I developed a model based on U-Net network to segment brain 

tumor automatically.  Brain tumor segmentation is a kind of semantic segmentation. 

Compared with previous studies on biomedicine image segmentations, this model is 

automated and the accuracy is higher.  All training experiment is finished by using the 

GPU of Dell computer, and spends about 4 hours. The network has been implemented 

using the TensorFlower based on Kera. The training process of new model is shown in 

Figure 3-1. 

 

Figure 3-1 – Training Process 

 

 

3.1 Results for U-Net Convolutional Networks 

 

In this new network, the brain tumor segmentation images can be collected by 

training the data set ( MRI Brain tumor images), and comparing with the  manual 

delineated brain tumor regions (Mask) to calculate the Dice Score (DICE) and 

Sensitivity. From the result, segmentation predictions are good in different types of 
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brain tumor images. The result is shown in Table 3-2. 

 

Table 3-2 – Result of new U-Net model 

 

 

3.2 Brain Tumor Segmentation Based on Region Growing Method 

 

‘Region Growing Method’ [23] is a classical semi-automated segmentation 

method to segment medical images. This method first arbitrarily selects a seed pixel 

and compares this seed to pixels of neighbor. By adding in similar pixels of neighbor 

the region is grown from the seed pixel and size of region is extended. When the one 

region stops growing, another seed pixel would be chosen but this seed pixel does not 

yet belong to any region. 20 images were chosen to do the segmentation by using 

Region Growing Method. The result is illustrated in Table 3-3. 
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Input Image Mask Output Image DICE 

   

0.8947 

   

0.7339 

   

0.5117 

Table 3-3 – Result of Region Growing Method 

Using Region Growing Method, the result is better when the tumor region is 

clear in the input image. But when degree of differentiation between brain tumors and 

surrounding tissues is not high, the result of segmentation is not good. Region 

Growing Method is not reproductive, and the result would be different when people 

choose the different seed pixel in the same image. 

 

Table 3-4 is shown to compare the U-Net automated method and Region 

Growing semi-automated method. From this table, U-Net model is better than Region 

Growing Method. Dice Sore for U-Net is higher than it for Region Growing Method 

and Sensitivity for U-Net is also higher. Region Growing Method is closely related to 

the subjective consciousness and prior knowledge, and need to interact with doctors to 

finish the segmentation, speeding more time in the end. Segmentation model based U-

Net convolution networks spend a period of time to train the network at the beginning. 

When the process of training is finished, people can do the brain tumor segmentation 

faster.  
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Method DICE (%) Sensitivity (%) 

U-Net 83.54 79.26 

Region Growing 78.21 72.62 

 

Table 3-4 – Result of U-Net and Region Growing Method 

 

CHAPTER 4 Conclusion 

 

In this study, I achieved fully automated brain tumor segmentation by deep 

learning based on U-Net architecture. The results of this model is effective and 

accurate compared to ground truth which is delineated by radiologists. Comparing 

with other classic biomedical image segmentation method such as Region Growing 

Method, this network makes it possible to segment the brain tumor without human 

intervention.  

 

From the result, most of MRI images can get the good segmentation prediction, but 

for a small part of images, the brain tumor segmentation is not good. These brain 

tumors tend to be small in size and have blurred boundaries. In the future, we can 

increase the data of brain tumors in small size and do some research about this 

problem. Besides, the model in thus study only tests the 2D image data, but the brain 

tumor is 3 dimensional. It is critical to train the 3D image data in the future. 

 

Finally, this method can generate an automated brain tumor segmentation model 

without human intervention, and deep learning plays a big role in the field of medical 

image processing, whether it is segmentation or classification.. The development of 

automated brain tumor segmentation has greatly promoted the treatment and early 

detection of brain tumors.  
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